Research on reduction of yarn co-efficient of variation percentage and imperfection from auto-cone yarn
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Abstract

It’s been a problem over the years that auto cone produces more imperfection and co-efficient of variation (CV) percentage than ring yarn. It was found that lowering the gauge from the running setting results for better quality yarn (less CV% and imperfection) without affecting any other parameters related with production. Thus, it can clearly be stated that less yarn clearer gauge results for better quality yarn.
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1 Introduction

Textile organizations look for ways to improve their product quality in order to remain competitive in the market by reducing the production cost, enhance productivity and improve product quality [1]. In the ring yarn production line after ring frame, winding is the last process. The produced package from the ring frame contains a small amount of yarn having some faults like thick place, thin place, neps, hairiness, bad piecing, slub etc. [2-3]. These thick, thin, neps are called as imperfection. These yarn faults of ring yarn can be reduce by auto cone; but at the same time, the imperfection index (IPI) and percentage of co-efficient of variation percentage (CV%) of auto cone yarn is greater than the ring yarn [4-7]. This research tried to solve out this problem by changing pre clearer gauge setting of auto cone and thus the main purpose of this present study is to reduce this increased IPI and CV% from the autocone yarn and develop the process through which better quality yarn can be produce.

2 Material and methods

Two different yarn counts (28’s and 30’s) were selected for the test in present study where 28s Karded yarn (100% cotton) and 30s Karded (KH) yarn (100% cotton) were used. Consecutive trials were conducted with varying gauge points and analyzed the properties of the yarn such as IPI & CV% by USTER Tester 5 and optimizing IPI and CV% of individual count by using JINGWEI Ring Frame (Model- F 1520 M) and SAVIO POLAR Autocone (Model-POLAR-M).

Sample of Ring cops were collected from the ring frame machine from both side of the same machine and the cops were collected after the maintenance have done. Collected ring cops were tested by uster tester 5 where the temperature and relative humidity were 27.4 °C and 57.2%, respectively. Tested ring yarn length was 400m and testing time was 1 min for each cops. Collected ring cops of the same lot were input in the auto cone winding machine to building a cone package where the speed of the winding was 1580 m/min and pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm. After building a complete package...
and its collected then it’s gone to the next process. Collected cone package were tested by uster tester 5 to check the coefficient of variation (CV %) and Imperfection Index (IPI). Moreover, for comparing CV% and IPI with the ring yarn, pre clearer gauge was increased from 1.6mm to 2.0mm at the same speed of winding. Collected cone package were then tested by uster tester 5 for comparing variation of CV% and IPI with the previous test result. In order to compare CV% and IPI with the ring yarn, running pre clearer gauge was reduced from 2.0mm to 1.0mm at the same speed of winding. Finally, collected cone package were tested by uster tester 5 for comparing variation of CV% and IPI with the test result of ring yarn and comparing the report (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Flow diagram of the experimental method.

3 Results and discussion

It was observed that overall yarn quality in terms of imperfection index (IPI) and coefficient of variation (CV %) has improved significantly without any change of winding speed (Table-1). The yarns (28s and 30s) made from 100% cotton showed particular CV% and IPI. It has been observed that if 1mm in pre clearer gauge of Auto cone machine was set, then the CV% & IPI decrease which is desirable in present study. Thus, it can be deduced that overall yarn quality has improved by reducing pre clearer gauge.

Table 1 Imperfection and CV% of 28’s and 30’s KH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>28’s KH</th>
<th>30’s KH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring frame</td>
<td>Auto cone Gauge=1.6mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfection</td>
<td>158.7</td>
<td>260.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It was observed that, when 28's KH ring yarn IPI was 158.7 and when autocone yarn IPI was 200 then pre-clearer gauge was 1mm (Fig. 2). Moreover, IPI of auto cone was 260.1 and 264, when pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm and 2mm, respectively. Therefore, it is clear that when pre clearer gauge is minimum at that time IPI of yarn is also minimum. When 30’s KH ring yarn, IPI was 455.5 and when autocone yarn IPI was 507.5, pre-clearer gauge was 1mm. It was also found that IPI of auto cone were 613.5 and 566, when pre clearer gauge were 1.6mm and 2mm, respectively (Fig. 1). Thus, as it is known that minimum IPI results for better quality yarn, so it is clear when pre clearer gauge is minimum at that time IPI of yarn is also minimum.
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**Figure 2** IPI analysis of KH ring and autocone yarn - (A) 28's KH (B) 30's

It was found that CV% 14.45, where pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm and when the pre clearer gauge was change to 1mm, CV% was 13.79 resulting decreased the CV%. Then the changed another pre clearer gauge to 2mm and tested the output yarn, found the CV% 14.1 which was more than the previous ones. That was why selected the gauge 1mm for the better quality of yarn. Moreover, collected the 30’s KH ring cops from ring machine and tested the ring cops found that CV% was 14.79 and in case of the autocone yarn, CV% was 15.53, where pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm. In case where change
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**Figure 3** CV% analysis of KH ring and autocone yarn- (A) 30’s (B) 28’s.
the pre clearer gauge to 1.0mm; CV% was 14.83. It seems that the CV% result had decreased. When another pre clearer gauge was changed to 2.0mm, the CV% 15.09 which was more than the previous ones (Fig. 3).

Firstly, collected the 28’s KH ring cops from ring machine and tested the ring cops by USTER TESTER 5. The results of Thick place were 75, Thin place 0.9, Neps 81.8. Then tested Auto cone yarn, the results of Thick place 114.2, Thin place 4.2, Neps 141.7, where present setting of pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm. In this project objective was to reduce the Thick, Thin, Neps. So we change Auto cone machine pre clearer gauge points to 1mm and tested output yarn, the results of Thick place was 85.5, Thin place 0.5, Neps 114. Then changed another pre clearer gauge points to 2mm and tested output yarn, the results of Thick place was 100.5, Thin place 3, Neps 160.5. So we finally made a decision that lower pre clearer gauge results for maximum yarn quality. Secondly, we collected the 30’s KH ring cops from ring machine and tested the ring cops by USTER TESTER 5. The results of Thick place were 974.3, Thin place 5.5, Neps 297. Then tested Auto cone yarn, the results of Thick place 197.5, Thin place 13, Neps 403, where present setting of pre clearer gauge was 1.6mm. In this project objective was to reduce the Thick, Thin, Neps. So we change Auto cone machine pre clearer gauge points to 1mm and tested output yarn, the results of Thick place was 150.5, Thin place 7, Neps 350.5. Then we changed another pre clearer gauge points to 2mm and tested output yarn, the results of Thick place was 167, Thin place 8, Neps 391 (Fig. 4). Therefore, finally it was decided that lower pre clearer gauge results for maximum yarn quality.

![Figure 4 Overall analysis of KH- (A) 28’s, (B) 30’s.](image)

### 4 Conclusion

The main thing in present research is to reduce CV% and IPI rate in the final product. Effort has been taken in every department to reduce these opportunities and gave a solution in the form preventive action. In winding department, there is an auto cone machine which winds the yarn on the cone and makes a final package for the end customers. In autocone where changed have been done in pre clearer gauge as compared to other machine in the same speed. It causes an increase CV% and IPI rate in the final product of yarn. The yarns (28s and 30s) made from 100% cotton showed particular CV% and IPI. It has been observed that if 1.0mm was set in pre clearer gauge of auto cone machine, then the CV% and IPI decrease compared to the other settings. The decision that lower pre clearer gauge results for better quality of card yarn.
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